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Speech and Language Processing Lecture 13: Statistical Machine Translation Systems

Automatic Measurement of Translation Quality

Automatic performance metrics have been central to the development of large statistical
language processing systems

I Word/Character Error Rate (WER): ASR , OCR, ...
I Precision/Recall: Information Retrieval, Speaker ID, ...
I Crossing Brackets: Parsing, ...

These are all relative to human performance over defined test sets
I human translations are obtained once over a fixed test set
I system performance can be measured many times relative to :

I human performance, directly
I performance of other systems, indirectly

I automatic metrics make incremental system improvement possible
I metrics can be incorporated into estimation and decoding algorithms

Automated evaluation metrics for Machine Translation (as for other tasks) should
I be inexpensive to compute
I require no human participation
I be closely correlated with human perception of translation quality
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Speech and Language Processing Lecture 13: Statistical Machine Translation Systems

Automatic Measurement of Machine Translation Quality

BLEU1 is an MT metric based on n-gram precision
I An example of computing Bleu against a single reference translation:

Reference : mr. speaker , in absolutely no way .
Hypothesis : in absolutely no way , mr. chairman .

BLEU Computation
n-gram matches BLEU

1-word 2-word 3-word 4-word
(

7
8 ×

3
7 ×

2
6 ×

1
5

) 1
4

= 0.3976
7/8 3/7 2/6 1/5

I Can be generalized to multiple references
I Typically also includes a length penalty
I Correlates well with human judgments of translation
I By comparing automatic translations to human references we obtain implicit

measurements of fluency and accuracy

1Papineni, K., Roukos, S., Ward, T., & Zhu, W. 2002. Bleu: a Method for Automatic Evaluation of Machine
Translation. Pages 311318 of: Proceedings of the 40th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational
Linguistics (ACL).
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Speech and Language Processing Lecture 13: Statistical Machine Translation Systems

An Example of Good Translation

Original Chinese Gloss

(By) (2005 year) (internet) (,) (whole country) (users) (will) (reach) (0.2 billion)

Automatic Translation

By 2005 , the number of internet users will reach 200 million

Human References

By 2005 , the number of internet users in the whole country will reach 200 million
By 2005 , the number of internet users in China is estimated to be 200 million
By 2005 , internet customers across the country is to reach 200 million
In 2005 , the internet users in China will total 0.2 billion

I The translation agrees fairly closely with the reference translations
I The translation is close to fluent
I Note the variability in the four reference translations.
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Speech and Language Processing Lecture 13: Statistical Machine Translation Systems

An Example of Relatively Poor Translation

Original Word Segmented Chinese Pinyin (with tones) and gloss
sui1ran2 bei3feng1 hu1xiao4 , dan4 tian1kong1 yi1ran2 shi2fen1 qing1che4
(Although) (northern wind) (howl) (,) (but) (sky) (very) (clear)

Automatic Translation
Although wind howl . but the skies remain very tender

Human References
Although a north wind was howling , the sky remained clear and blue .
However , the sky remained clear under the strong north wind .
Despite the strong northerly winds , the sky remains very clear .
The sky was still crystal clear , though the north wind was howling .

I some resemblance to the reference translations
I not fluent
I questionable accuracy
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Speech and Language Processing Lecture 13: Statistical Machine Translation Systems

BLEU Assigns High Scores to Good Translations

Example translations at various levels of translation performance as measured by the sentence-level BLEU score.
117

Translations BLEU (%)
60− 70%

Afghan Earthquake Victims begin to rebuild their homes . 66.1
Prior to this , the ANC has issued a statement calling for the international
community to respect the choice of the people and help them survive . 66.0
Statistics show that since 1992 , a total of 204 UN personnel have been
killed , but only 15 criminals have been arrested . 64.4
Chavez emphasized that Venezuela needs peace , stability and reason
for all parties should make joint efforts to end the conflict . 62.2
London Financial Times Index Friday at closing newspaper
5,292.70 points , up 31.30 points . 61.0

40− 50%

Indonesia Reiterates Opposition to the presence of foreign troops in 49.0
Witnesses said that Zambia Ji lying in a pool of blood , aside from
his briefcase . 48.4
Hong Kong Police Narcotics Bureau pointed out that this is the first discovery ,
should attach great importance to this issue . 46.4
Three pieces of wall sports in October last year were shipped to
New York to mark the 1990 reunification of Germany . 42.5
Xiao Yang , president of the work report yesterday by 2026 votes
to 528 votes against 259 abstentions . 41.4

20− 30%

Japan to temporarily freeze asked Russia to provide humanitarian assistance , 30.0
Opposition Senator held that the president should focus more on
domestic affairs and not eager to go abroad . 26.2
Taiwan DPP Legislator Chen Kim de fisheries groups to visit to Beijing . 23.9
Recently , the international community for the recent conflict ,
the fiercest Jenin camp conflict investigation of spreading . 20.8
opinion maintained : Gusmao victory is a strong possibility because
he is considered the East Timor independence hero . 20.0

0− 10%
Japan Telecom company in 2000 to spend 5.5 billion dollars buy back . 0.0
However , the voting result shows that Zhu because there is no reason
to be losing power by NPC deputies desolate . 0.0
77 private manufacturing enterprises also reported a foreign trade
management right . 0.0
Identification Department found that college students of
the certificate , many of them were fake . 0.0
The European Union would be implemented in steel imports
temporary protective measures to discuss with the Chinese side , 0.0
Georgia from a section of the great mountains Canyon withdrawal , 0.0

Table 5.2: Examples of translations under the TTM at various levels of translation
performance as measured by the sentence-level BLEU score. These examples are
selected from the NIST 2002 MT evaluation set.

readable and fairly plausible
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Speech and Language Processing Lecture 13: Statistical Machine Translation Systems

BLEU Assigns Middling Scores to Middling Translations

117

Translations BLEU (%)
60− 70%

Afghan Earthquake Victims begin to rebuild their homes . 66.1
Prior to this , the ANC has issued a statement calling for the international
community to respect the choice of the people and help them survive . 66.0
Statistics show that since 1992 , a total of 204 UN personnel have been
killed , but only 15 criminals have been arrested . 64.4
Chavez emphasized that Venezuela needs peace , stability and reason
for all parties should make joint efforts to end the conflict . 62.2
London Financial Times Index Friday at closing newspaper
5,292.70 points , up 31.30 points . 61.0

40− 50%

Indonesia Reiterates Opposition to the presence of foreign troops in 49.0
Witnesses said that Zambia Ji lying in a pool of blood , aside from
his briefcase . 48.4
Hong Kong Police Narcotics Bureau pointed out that this is the first discovery ,
should attach great importance to this issue . 46.4
Three pieces of wall sports in October last year were shipped to
New York to mark the 1990 reunification of Germany . 42.5
Xiao Yang , president of the work report yesterday by 2026 votes
to 528 votes against 259 abstentions . 41.4

20− 30%

Japan to temporarily freeze asked Russia to provide humanitarian assistance , 30.0
Opposition Senator held that the president should focus more on
domestic affairs and not eager to go abroad . 26.2
Taiwan DPP Legislator Chen Kim de fisheries groups to visit to Beijing . 23.9
Recently , the international community for the recent conflict ,
the fiercest Jenin camp conflict investigation of spreading . 20.8
opinion maintained : Gusmao victory is a strong possibility because
he is considered the East Timor independence hero . 20.0

0− 10%
Japan Telecom company in 2000 to spend 5.5 billion dollars buy back . 0.0
However , the voting result shows that Zhu because there is no reason
to be losing power by NPC deputies desolate . 0.0
77 private manufacturing enterprises also reported a foreign trade
management right . 0.0
Identification Department found that college students of
the certificate , many of them were fake . 0.0
The European Union would be implemented in steel imports
temporary protective measures to discuss with the Chinese side , 0.0
Georgia from a section of the great mountains Canyon withdrawal , 0.0

Table 5.2: Examples of translations under the TTM at various levels of translation
performance as measured by the sentence-level BLEU score. These examples are
selected from the NIST 2002 MT evaluation set.

I probably misleading with respect to details
I contains readable sections
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Speech and Language Processing Lecture 13: Statistical Machine Translation Systems

BLEU Assigns Low Scores to Poor Translations

117

Translations BLEU (%)
60− 70%

Afghan Earthquake Victims begin to rebuild their homes . 66.1
Prior to this , the ANC has issued a statement calling for the international
community to respect the choice of the people and help them survive . 66.0
Statistics show that since 1992 , a total of 204 UN personnel have been
killed , but only 15 criminals have been arrested . 64.4
Chavez emphasized that Venezuela needs peace , stability and reason
for all parties should make joint efforts to end the conflict . 62.2
London Financial Times Index Friday at closing newspaper
5,292.70 points , up 31.30 points . 61.0

40− 50%

Indonesia Reiterates Opposition to the presence of foreign troops in 49.0
Witnesses said that Zambia Ji lying in a pool of blood , aside from
his briefcase . 48.4
Hong Kong Police Narcotics Bureau pointed out that this is the first discovery ,
should attach great importance to this issue . 46.4
Three pieces of wall sports in October last year were shipped to
New York to mark the 1990 reunification of Germany . 42.5
Xiao Yang , president of the work report yesterday by 2026 votes
to 528 votes against 259 abstentions . 41.4

20− 30%

Japan to temporarily freeze asked Russia to provide humanitarian assistance , 30.0
Opposition Senator held that the president should focus more on
domestic affairs and not eager to go abroad . 26.2
Taiwan DPP Legislator Chen Kim de fisheries groups to visit to Beijing . 23.9
Recently , the international community for the recent conflict ,
the fiercest Jenin camp conflict investigation of spreading . 20.8
opinion maintained : Gusmao victory is a strong possibility because
he is considered the East Timor independence hero . 20.0

0− 10%
Japan Telecom company in 2000 to spend 5.5 billion dollars buy back . 0.0
However , the voting result shows that Zhu because there is no reason
to be losing power by NPC deputies desolate . 0.0
77 private manufacturing enterprises also reported a foreign trade
management right . 0.0
Identification Department found that college students of
the certificate , many of them were fake . 0.0
The European Union would be implemented in steel imports
temporary protective measures to discuss with the Chinese side , 0.0
Georgia from a section of the great mountains Canyon withdrawal , 0.0

Table 5.2: Examples of translations under the TTM at various levels of translation
performance as measured by the sentence-level BLEU score. These examples are
selected from the NIST 2002 MT evaluation set.

barely readable and probably misleading
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Speech and Language Processing Lecture 13: Statistical Machine Translation Systems

Calculation of BLEU
The goal is to calculate the BLEU score of a set of automatic translations {E i}R

i=1 against a set
of reference translations, e.g. {E i

(1)
,E i

(2)
,E i

(3)
,E i

(4)
}R

i=1 .
I Set N to be the order of the highest n-gram to be considered – default is N=4
I For each sentence i , and for n = 1, . . . ,N, gather the following n-gram counts:

I c i
n : the number of hypothesized n-grams

I c̄ i
n : the number of correct n-grams, where the contribution of each distinct n-gram is clipped to the

maximum number of occurrences in any one reference
Example:

Hypothesis: the the the the the the the
Reference 1: the cat is on the mat
Reference 2: there is a cat on the mat

In this example, c1 = 7, but c̄1 = 2
I Compute the precision for each n-gram order, n = 1, . . . ,N : pn = (

∑
i c̄ i

n) /(
∑

i c i
n)

I Calculate the Brevity Penalty
I Compute the shortest reference length : r =

∑
i min{|E i

(1)|, |E
i
(2)|, |E

i
(3)|, |E

i
(4)|}

I Compute the hypothesis length : c =
∑

i |E
i |

BP =

 1 c > r

exp (1− r
c ) c <= r

I The BLEU score is

BLEU = BP ∗ exp{
N∑

n=1

log
pn

N
}
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Speech and Language Processing Lecture 13: Statistical Machine Translation Systems

BLEU Can Be Used For SMT Development

BLEU is not an absolute measure of translation performance
I unlike Word Error Rate used in speech recognition
I most useful in indicating the relative quality between two different systems

Assessment using BLEU can be trusted when :
I many different translation systems are developed under BLEU, and results throughout

development are published on standard test sets
I performance is frequently validated against human judgments

Current test sets used in the NIST MT evaluations
I ∼ 1K sentences / ∼ 25K words,
I four independently produced reference translations

There is extensive effort in improving/extending/replacing BLEU
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Speech and Language Processing Lecture 13: Statistical Machine Translation Systems

Measuring Automatic Word Alignments Against Manual References
This figure shows two sets of alignments between a French sentence and an English sentence
(the English sentence is shown twice).

advanced

J
1

Ie
1

Ie
1

Je  ne pas   le   avis   de  le  ministre  .partage

with the argument advanced by the minister .disagreeI

by the minister .I disagree with the argument

f

I (top) B : automatic word alignments← produced by an alignment model
I (bottom) B′: reference word alignments← created by humans

Alignment Error measures the number of non-NULL word alignments by which the automatic
word alignment differs from the reference word alignment.

Step 1. Remove the NULL word links from B′ and B to form B̄′ and B̄
Step 2. Compute AE(B,B′):

AE(B,B′) =
|B̄′|+ |B̄| − 2 |B̄ ∩ B̄′|

|B̄′|+ |B̄|
=

10 + 10− 2 ∗ 9
10 + 10

=
2

20
= 10%

Alignment Error has been found to be a good, if not perfect, indicator of the quality of word
alignment models: large reductions in alignment error are often correlated with improvements
in translation quality. Alignment Error is often used as an intermediate quality measure in
translation system development.

There is extensive effort in improving/extending/replacing Alignment Error
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Speech and Language Processing Lecture 13: Statistical Machine Translation Systems

Phrase-to-Phrase Translation Models
Models of word-to-word translation are very useful for alignment of pairs of known sentence
translations. However, word-to-word translation models do not capture the context that conveys
syntactic and semantic information.

To avoid the limitations of word-based models, phrase-based translation segments a sentence
to be translated into sequences of phrases which are then translated as entities.

Word alignment models are typically not used in translation
I They allow too much freedom in translation and reordering
I Translation (as opposed to alignment) requires more constrained models

I In this context, phrases are simply word sequences extracted from sentences.
I A phrase is a sequence of words which can be translated

Phrase-Based translation proceeds as follows :
I The sentence to be translated is segmented into foreign phrases. There are usually many

possible phrase segmentations of the sentence.
I English phrases are extracted from word-aligned parallel text for use as potential

translations
I The foreign phrases sequences are translated into English phrase sequences based on

the phrases found in the parallel text.

In phrase-based translation, word alignment models are used primarily for word-level alignment
of the parallel text which is then used in extracting phrase translations
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Speech and Language Processing Lecture 13: Statistical Machine Translation Systems

Finding Phrase Translations in Word-Aligned Parallel Text 2

I Phrase Translations, called phrase pairs, are extracted from word-level alignments,
typically generated using IBM-4 on the same parallel text over which it was trained

I Phrase Pairs cover patterns of word alignments in the training bitext
I Rules are defined to specify valid phrase pairs, for example:

Two phrases are aligned if their words align only with each other

I As an example, there are many possible phrase pairs which can be extracted from this
word-aligned sentence pair under this rule:

NULL

Monsieur le Orateur , ma question se adresse à le ministre chargé de les transports

Mr.  Speaker , my question is directed to the Minister of Transport

Some valid phrase pairs

Two phrases which 
do not form a phrase pair

Model-4
Word

Alignments

However, some reasonable phrase pairs are excluded due to flawed word alignments
I Phrase translation probabilities are found by counting phrase pairs in the parallel text
2F. Och. 2002. Statistical Machine Translation: From Single Word Models to Alignment Templates. Ph.D. thesis, RWTH Aachen,

Germany.
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Speech and Language Processing Lecture 13: Statistical Machine Translation Systems

Phrase-Based SMT - A Simple Example (without probabilities)

Source sentence: That is the fundamental problem

Phrase table: automatically extracted from automatically aligned parallel text

English French
that is the voila
these are the voila
these are voila
those are voila
that is the qui est
that is the qui est le
fundamental problem probleme fondamental
the fundamental problem probleme fondamental
fundamental problem le probleme fondamental
fundamental problem la difficulte fondamental
the fundamental problem le probleme fondamental
who is qui est
it is qui est le
it is the qui est le

Goal: a translation of the source sentence using the phrase table
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Speech and Language Processing Lecture 13: Statistical Machine Translation Systems

Phrase-Based SMT - 1. Build a source sentence acceptor and a
source phrase segmentation transducer

S.fst

0 1that 2is 3the 4fundamental 5problem

T.fst

0

that:that
is:is
the:the

fundamental:fundamental
problem:problem

1
that_is_the:that

3

that_is:that

4
fundamental_problem:fundamental

5

the_fundamental_problem:the

7is_the:is

2

eps:is

eps:is

eps:problem

6eps:fundamental

eps:the

eps:the

eps:problem
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Speech and Language Processing Lecture 13: Statistical Machine Translation Systems

Phrase-Based SMT - 2. Generate the source phrase acceptor via
Composition and Projection

Source Word To Source Phrase.fst

0

1that_is:that

2

that_is_the:that
3that:that

4
eps:is

5
eps:is

is:is

is_the:is

6the_fundamental_problem:the

7

the:the

eps:the

8

eps:fundamental

fundamental_problem:fundamental

9fundamental:fundamental
10

eps:problem

problem:problem

fstcompose T.fst S.fst | fstproject | fstrmepsilon | fstminimize - U.fst

U.fst

0 1that 3

that_is_the

2
that_is

is_the

is 5
fundamental_problem

4fundamental

the the_fundamental_problem

problem

N.B. Multiple source segmentations
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Speech and Language Processing Lecture 13: Statistical Machine Translation Systems

Phrase-Based SMT - 3. Build a phrase translation transducer

Y.fst

0 1

that_is_the:voila

these_are_the:voila

these_are:voila

those_are:voila

fundamental_problem:probleme_fondamental

the_fundamental_problem:probleme_fondamental

basic_problem:probleme_fondamental

basic_problem:le_probleme_fondamental

the_basic_problem:le_probleme_fondamental

who_is:qui_est

it_is:qui_est_le

it_is_the:qui_est_le

eps:eps

English French
that is the voila
these are the voila
these are voila
those are voila
that is the qui est
that is the qui est le
fundamental problem probleme fondamental
the fundamental problem probleme fondamental
fundamental problem le probleme fondamental
fundamental problem la difficulte fondamental
the fundamental problem le probleme fondamental
who is qui est
it is qui est le
it is the qui est le
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Speech and Language Processing Lecture 13: Statistical Machine Translation Systems

Phrase-Based SMT - 4. Apply the phrase translation transducer to
the source phrase acceptor via Composition to generate the target
language phrase acceptor

fstcompose U.fst Y.fst | fstproject --project output - V.fst

V.fst

0 1

qui_est_le
qui_est
voila

2

la_difficulte_fondamental

le_probleme_fondamental
probleme_fondamental

I This yields French phrases in English phrase order.
I Need to include context and reordering (a.k.a movement)
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Speech and Language Processing Lecture 13: Statistical Machine Translation Systems

Hierarchical Phrase-Based Translation
Goal: synthesise complex translation rules from phrase patterns observed in the parallel text

I Examples of phrasal translation rules we might extract from aligned parallel data

ne X1 pas → not X1
le X2 X1 → X1 of the X2

F2F2F1 F3

E1 E2 E3E2

F4

E4

F1 F3

E1 E3

X1

X1

Phrase-to-Phrase Translation Rules Found in the Parallel Text Hierarchical Phrase-based Translation Rule

Can now translate E1 E4 E3 as F1 F4 F3
I Extract translation rules with non-terminals (X’s)
I Non-terminals allow other rules to be applied

I Phrase translation rules:
E4 → F4
E1 → F3
E2 → F2
E3 → F1

I Hierarchical phrase translation rule:
E1 X1 E3 → F1 X1 F3

I rules also have weights, e.g. negative log probabilities (omitted here for clarity)
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Speech and Language Processing Lecture 13: Statistical Machine Translation Systems

RTN Translation Representations
Individual automata represent applications of translation rules across source spans
The example below shows some translations under a single source phrase segmentation:

I T[1,4] represents rules that can span source source sentence positions 1 through 4
I The entire set of translations is expressed by T[1,8]

Phrase translation rules:
E1 → F3
E1 → F5
E4 → F4
E3 → F1
Hierarchical phrase translation rules:
E1 X1 E3 → F1 X1 F2
E1 X1 E3 → F2 X1 F1
E1 X1 X2 → X2 X1 F2

- E1 covers 1-4
- X1 covers 5-6
- X2 covers 7,8 e1     e2     e3     e4     e5     e6     e7     e8

F2
T[5,6]

F1

F1

T[7,8]

T[1,8]

F3

T[1,4]

F4
T[5,6]

F5

E1 E4 E3

T[1,4] T[5,6] T[7,8]

F1
T[5,6]

F2

RTN
Source Sentence:

T[7,8]
T[5,6]

F2

I The arc weights contain the translation rule scores (negative log probabilities)
I After the RTN is built, it is expanded into an equivalent WFSA
I Language models are applied via composition
I The best translation is found by the fstshortestpath operation
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Speech and Language Processing Lecture 13: Statistical Machine Translation Systems

Language Models for SMT - Back-off N-Gram Models (review)
Recall the general form for a back-off n-gram language model:

I The LM history is the most recent n-1 words

P(eK
1 ) =

K∏
k=1

P(ek |ek−1
1 ) ≈

K∏
k=1

P(ek |ek−1
k−n+1)

I The maximum likelihood estimate of P(ek |ek−1
k−n+1) is based on counts f (·) collected over

collections of monolingual text

P(ek |ek−1
k−n+1) =

f (ek
k−n+1)

f (ek−1
k−n+1)

I As the length of the history grows, the counts of many n-grams will be zero. Rather than
assign zero probability to word sequences, backing off and discounting are applied

P(ek |ek−1
k−n+1) =


d(f (ek

k−1n+1))
f (ek

k−n+1)

f (ek−1
k−n+1)

f (ek
k−n+1) > C

α(ek−1
k−n+1)P(ek |ek−1

k−n+2) otherwise

I discount weights (d) and back-off weights (α) are estimated, e.g. by Kneser-Ney, so that a
proper probability distribution is defined over all sequences
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Speech and Language Processing Lecture 13: Statistical Machine Translation Systems

Language Models for SMT - Zero Cutoff, Stupid Back-Off Models
Problem: Backoff N-Gram parameter estimation is difficult as training sets grow
Solution: Don’t estimate, just count 3

Stupid Backoff

S(ei |ei−1
i−n+1) =

f (ei
i−k+1)

f (ei−1
i−k+1)

if f (ei
i−k+1) > 0

α S(ei |ei−1
i−k+2) otherwise
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Figure 4: Perplexities with Kneser-Ney Smoothing

(KN PP) and fraction of covered 5-grams (C5).

7.3 Perplexity and n-Gram Coverage

A standard measure for language model quality is

perplexity. It is measured on test data T = w
|T |
1 :

PP (T ) = e
! 1

|T |
|T |

i=1
log p(wi|wi!1

i!n+1)
(7)

This is the inverse of the average conditional prob-

ability of a next word; lower perplexities are bet-

ter. Figure 4 shows perplexities for models with

Kneser-Ney smoothing. Values range from 280.96

for 13 million to 222.98 for 237 million tokens tar-

get data and drop nearly linearly with data size (r2 =
0.998). Perplexities for ldcnews range from 351.97
to 210.93 and are also close to linear (r2 = 0.987),
while those for webnews data range from 221.85 to

164.15 and flatten out near the end. Perplexities are

generally high and may be explained by the mix-

ture of genres in the test data (newswire, broadcast

news, newsgroups) while our training data is pre-

dominantly written news articles. Other held-out

sets consisting predominantly of newswire texts re-

ceive lower perplexities by the same language mod-

els, e.g., using the full ldcnews model we find per-

plexities of 143.91 for the NISTMT 2005 evaluation

set, and 149.95 for the NIST MT 2004 set.

Note that the perplexities of the different language

models are not directly comparable because they use

different vocabularies. We used a fixed frequency

cutoff, which leads to larger vocabularies as the

training data grows. Perplexities tend to be higher

with larger vocabularies.
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Figure 5: BLEU scores for varying amounts of data

using Kneser-Ney (KN) and Stupid Backoff (SB).

Perplexities cannot be calculated for language

models with Stupid Backoff because their scores are

not normalized probabilities. In order to neverthe-

less get an indication of potential quality improve-

ments with increased training sizes we looked at the

5-gram coverage instead. This is the fraction of 5-

grams in the test data set that can be found in the

language model training data. A higher coverage

will result in a better language model if (as we hy-

pothesize) estimates for seen events tend to be bet-

ter than estimates for unseen events. This fraction

grows from 0.06 for 13 million tokens to 0.56 for 2

trillion tokens, meaning 56% of all 5-grams in the

test data are known to the language model.

Increase in coverage depends on the training data

set. Within each set, we observe an almost constant

growth (correlation r2 ! 0.989 for all sets) with
each doubling of the training data as indicated by

numbers next to the lines. The fastest growth oc-

curs for webnews data (+0.038 for each doubling),

the slowest growth for target data (+0.022/x2).

7.4 Machine Translation Results

We use a state-of-the-art machine translation system

for translating from Arabic to English that achieved

a competitive BLEU score of 0.4535 on the Arabic-

English NIST subset in the 2006 NIST machine

translation evaluation8 . Beam size and re-ordering

window were reduced in order to facilitate a large

8
See http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/mt/

mt06eval official results.html for more results.
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Avoids the need to estimate discounting and back-off parameters, however two problems arise:
I Stupid back-off procedure assigns scores to sequences, not probabilities
I WFSAs with epsilon arcs used in an approximate implementation does not work well here

3T. Brants et al. 2007. Large Language Models in Machine Translation. EMNLP
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